MEMORANDUM

TO: Teachers
FROM: The Pro-Registrar
DATE: 1 September 2014

SUBJECT: CAPE CARIBBEAN STUDIES AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES - CHANGES TO PAPER 01

The Caribbean Examinations Council wishes to advise that effective May-June 2015, the format of Paper 01 of the Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) Caribbean Studies and Communication Studies will change from structured/short answer to Multiple Choice. Effective May-June 2015, Paper 01 for these examinations will consist of 45 Multiple Choice items.

The Multiple Choice papers will assess the same content as the structured/short answer questions tested on Paper 01.

For further information please contact the Western Zone Office (WZO) by facsimile or telephone at the above numbers.

Carol Granston (PhD)
Pro-Registrar (Ag)
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